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“Can’t find it, can’t afford it, 

don’t trust it.”

How inequity will block ESG 

goals 

Pulse #30: 

The consumer view 

of sustainability



Pollinate acknowledges all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders 

Traditional Custodians of Country and recognises their continuing 

connection to land, sea, culture and community.

We pay our respects to Elders past, present and future.
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https://aiatsis.gov.au/explore/map-indigenous-australia
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Applying a systems (rather 

than a linear) approach, 

opportunity for 

transformational change are 

found in the overlaps 

between pillars

Since 2007 Pollinate has 

surveyed over 25,000 

Australians via The Pulse 

across the key pillars of 

sustainability environment, 

society and economy issues

n=1000 Australians aged 14-64, every March & September. Sample representative of the general Australian population

PLANET
Environmental

Issues 

PEOPLE
Social Issues 

PROSPERITY
Economic issues

Pollinate Pulse

Is the system 

‘Bearable?’

Is the system 

‘Equitable?’

Is the system 

‘Viable?’
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In recognition of the long-term investment and commitment to understand consumer 

attitudes and behaviours to sustainability.
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Where do you have a sustainability challenge?

Innovation

NPD

Comms 

development 

Messaging

Behaviour change

Partnerships

Brand

Values

Purpose
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Who we spoke 

to in the Pulse 

tracking research 

15 min online survey 

Nationally representative sample

Sept ‘22

n=1000 

Australians aged 18+

Weighted to reflect ABS 2016 Census figures

Age (%)

State (%)

49

Gender (%)

51

7

14

22

30

27

14-17

18-24

25-34

35-49

50-64

Lifestage (%) 39

22

13

19

7

SINKs

DINKs

Younger family

Older family

Empty nesters

32

25

20

10

8

2

2

1

NSW

VIC

QLD

WA

SA

TAS

ACT

NT

Household 

income (%)
19

12

12

13

20

18

<$40k

$40-59k

$60-79k

$80-99k

$100-149k

$150+
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Looking at Sustainability through VRK 

Analysis framework
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A framework that analyses the decision context to 

identify the factors that determine the available 

choices

VRK poses three fundamental questions:

1. Is it desired? (Values)

2. Is it known? (Knowledge)

3. Is it allowed? (Rules)

Pollinate use this framework to dig deeper and 

understand the underlying forces that 

drive of behaviour and attitudes to sustainability in 

Australia right now

Values Rules Knowledge (VRK)

framework

Knowledge 

(K)

Rules 

(R)

Values 

(V)

DECISIONS
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Sustainability is important to Aussies, and 

there is an urgency for change but many of 

us just want to not feel guilty

Values: is it desired? 



11BQ1/b/c. Which of the following best describes your concern [about the environment/about the economy/for society]? I am… [NOTE: question only added in Mar’14] Base: Total sample

Post COVID, the environment & economy concerns are highest

Concern about society, economy and the environment (T2B %)

67

71 71
70

68

71
70 70

68

71
69

66

71

67

58

66 66

6261 61

65

62 62 62 62 63 62

65
66 66

67 67

59

68

69
69

58

63
65

61 60 59

57
59 60

74 74

55

63

65
67

Mar'14 Sep'14 Mar'15 Sep'15 Mar'16 Sep'16 Mar'17 Sep'17 Mar'18 Sep'18 Mar'19 Sep'19 Mar'20 Sep'20 Mar'21 Sep'21 Mar'22 Sep'22

Society Environment Economy

COVID-19

(pre-Delta)



The cost of living

The Australian economy

Global warming + Climate Change 

Quality of health care

Household income

Affordable housing

The global economy

91

80

79

78

76

76

75
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When prompted 

about specific 

issues, cost of living 

is the #1 concern.

And COVID has 

dropped off the 

radar.

DQ3 - Please indicate, which of the following currently concern you?: Yes, it currently concerns me 

Dominant issues of 

concern – Sept’22 (%)

Economic Environmental Societal
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Living sustainably remains 

high on Australians agenda 

89% 
Australians feel living 

a sustainable lifestyle 

is important to them 

SU2c: How important is living a sustainable lifestyle to you? Base: Heard of Sustainable lifestyle Sep’22 n=939
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There is an urgency around sustainability, 

and the benefits are clear for most of us 

Society needs to 

become more 

sustainable 

before it's too late

Now is the time 

for me to adopt a 

more sustainable 

lifestyle

I can see how a 

sustainable lifestyle 

can benefit me 

personally

73% 59% 58%

Attitudes to sustainability (T2B%)

SU3a/SU3d: Please indicate how much you agree or disagree with the following statements. Base: Total sample Sep’22 n=1,000.
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38%

Guilt implies fault: 

nearly 2:5 of us feel 

that sustainability is 

our fault

Just want to not feel 

guilty about being 

unsustainable
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Australian's understanding of sustainability is vague 

and anchored in the environment but we are still 

adopting positive environmental behaviours

Knowledge: is it known?



6

16

49

20

10

Never heard

of it

Have heard

of it but do not really

understand the details of

the concept

Somewhat

knowledgeable

Very

knowledgeable

Extremely

knowledgeable

17

Most Aussies say they are at least somewhat 

knowledgeable about sustainability

SU1: How knowledgeable would you say you are about the concept of sustainability? Base: Total sample Sep’22 n=1,000.

Knowledge of the concept of sustainability (%)
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But we don’t think it's easy to have a sustainable lifestyle

9 23 33 28 7

1 - Strongly disagree 2 3 4 5 - Strongly Agree

With sustainability knowledge 'of' does not extend to knowing 'how'

SU3a - Thinking about sustainability, how much do you agree with the following statements? Base: Total sample Sep’22 n=1,000.

It is easy to have a sustainable lifestyle (%) 

31% 35%
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Despite this lack of knowledge, 

we are still taking action

97%
Do at least one positive

environmental action

7.9
Environmental actions done 

on average

SU7a: Thinking about your own lifestyle, please select ‘yes’ for all those that apply to you  Base: Total sample Sep’22 n=1,000.



Purchase longer lasting products where possible

Avoid using plastic wherever possible

Keep informed on impact we are having on world

Always purchase recycled paper products

Make sure purchases have environmental benefits where possible

Avoid products/services with negative environmental/social impact in supply chain

Have a compost bin

Avoid brands/ products I know are unsustainable

Use public transport/walk/ride bike because of the positive environmental impact

Try to buy the most sustainable option, even it costs more

Chosen green/sustainable energy for my home (solar panels/renewable energy)

Grow my own food/have a veggie patch

Use reusable cup every time I get a takeaway coffee

Usually choose sustainable products even if they cost more

Donate my time or money to a sustainable cause

Actions are 

primarily tangible 

and save money 

or avoid waste

Environmental actions 

undertaken (%)

SU7a: Thinking about your own lifestyle, please select ‘yes’ for all those that apply to you  Base: Total sample Sep’22 n=1,000.

84

71

61

55

55

55

50

49

48

47

47

46

46

43

32

The less cost/effort, the 

higher the engagement

Incremental shifts are 

more likely to be 

adopted.
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Most Australians do not have access to sustainable 

choices and most Australians can’t afford the few 

options that they can find

Rules: is it allowed? 
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Only

8%

of Australians 

always have 

sustainable 

alternatives when 

shopping

SU5 - And thinking about your own experiences when shopping, how often do you have a sustainable product to consider as an alternative? Base n=1000
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Sustainable options 

are always affordable 

for only

of Australians

Sustainability risks becoming a 

divisive social issue, at worst it is 

re-framed as an agenda for the elite 

SU4c - And how often are the sustainable options affordable for you? Base n=1000

It is not possible to achieve 

sustainability in Australia when over 

90% of people do not have access to 

sustainable solutions

8% 
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Sustainability 

is not

accessible

And accessibility 

is an equity issue

Sustainability has 

an equity issue
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Only 43% 
of Australian's believe a sustainable 

lifestyle is accessible to all Australians

SU3b: Would you consider a sustainable lifestyle to be accessible to….? Base: Total sample Sep’22 n=1,000.

The social justice 

limitation of 

sustainability is evident
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It is not the 

consumer who 

should be feeling 

guilty

Is the system 

‘Bearable?’

Is the system 

‘Equitable?’

Is the system 

‘Viable?’

PLANET
Environmental

Issues 

PEOPLE
Social Issues 

PROSPERITY
Economic issues

Sustainability can not be achieved 

unless the system is equitable

Inequity will slow down 

achievement of ESG goals

Inequity could lead to outright 

rejection of sustainability

Government and industry is 

responsible for making it easy for 

people to access more sustainable 

choices
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Most Australians don’t trust sustainable choices and think 

brands use Greenwashing to put up prices

The role of brands & business
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Aussies think adopting sustainable 

practices is important for brands

SU3c: How important is it for the below to adopt more sustainable practices? Base: Total sample Sep’22 n=1,000 T2B: 70% Extremely/very important

70%
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But most people 

don’t know if sustainable 

products are genuine

SU3a/SU6: Please indicate how much you agree or disagree with the following statements. Base: Total sample Sep’22 n=1,000. T2B Slightly / Strongly Agree

This failure by companies and government to make it easy for the consumer will erode trust.

… say it’s hard to figure out whether products that 

are labelled as ‘sustainable’ are actually sustainable

71%
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Greenwashing has been in the news, with brands starting to pay 

the (literal) price both locally and globally 

https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2022/oct/11/accc-begins-greenwashing-crackdown-on-companies-false-environmental-claims
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58% 

Base: Total sample Sep’22 n=1,000. T2B Slightly / Strongly Agree

Greenwashing 

is a reality 

Companies and 

organisations use 

greenwashing to 

justify higher prices
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1. Sustainability is urgently desired especially 

amongst younger Australians (Values)

2. People are only somewhat knowledgeable 

about sustainability, but don’t know what it 

actually is or how to live a sustainable life. 

And they don’t trust that sustainable choices 

are genuine (Knowledge)

3. Most of the time sustainable choices are not 

available. Even when they are, they are mostly 

unaffordable. They expect brands and 

business to take leadership but instead they 

get Greenwashing and higher prices (Rules)

In summary

Knowledge 

(K)

Rules 

(R)

Values 

(V)

DECISIONS
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The burden currently 

sits with the consumer 

People feel guilty about 

things they can not 

control

Brands need to change 

the default choice to 

reduce consumer 

anxiety, guilt and shame



34DQ5_NEW - In Australia, who do you consider is most responsible for each of the following? Base: Total sample Sep’22 n=1,000.

Individuals feel guilt for things they have no control over; the system 

doesn’t allow people to take part and play a contributing role 

In Australia, who is most responsible for each of the following? – Environmental (%)

Federal 

govt

State 

govt

Councils Companies/

corps

Industry 

bodies

Individuals Non-

profit

Addressing climate change 69 48 28 39 31 31 23

A circular economy 55 48 34 38 28 30 17

Responding to natural disasters 71 64 32 18 14 20 16

Renewable energy 64 51 24 35 26 20 13

Reducing landfill 44 49 48 36 28 37 14

Recycling 41 48 55 39 29 50 21
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Desire needs to align with 

simple, easy solutions
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Developed for integration with Government policy, the EAST model is straightforward 

and provides clear steps to shift society behaviour change

Designed by the UK Behavioural Insights 

Team (jointly owned by the UK Cabinet 

Office, innovation charity Nesta and their 

employees), the EAST Model: Easy, Attractive, 

Social, Timely has been developed over many 

projects and used in a variety of social 

situations and environments

The key idea is if you want to encourage a 

behaviour, make it Easy, Attractive, Social and 

Timely (EAST)

Applying the EAST model to behaviour change for sustainability
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59

31

58

Easy: It is easy to have a

sustainable lifestyle

Timely: Now is the time for

me to adopt a more

sustainable lifestyle

Social: My family and friends

are living a sustainable

lifestyle

Attractive: I can see how a

sustainable lifestyle can

benefit me personally

Total Midpoint (50%)

37

Don’t try and 

educate people to 

make more 

‘knowledgeable 

choices: 

Just make it 

easy… and a 

social norm

Diagnostics (%) – EAST model

SU3a - Thinking about sustainability, how much do you agree with the following statements? Base: Total sample Sep’22 n=1,000.

Aussies want the benefits now but its 

not easy and most others aren’t doing it
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Just more 

knowledge does 

not work

We don’t have a 

knowledge deficit: 

we have a 

complexity dilemma

Confronted with 

complexity people default 

to simple ‘rules of thumb’
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But where has the guilt 

come from?

Which makes them feel personally 

responsible

People want to reduce their personal ‘footprint’

But they can’t easily do this and they face 

constant dilemmas about what is a ‘good 

choice’ or ‘more sustainable’ alternative

And usually end up with piles of plastic or 

waste and feel bad
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This is ‘shifting 

the burden’

(in systems 

thinking terms)

The demand exists for sustainable products: the supply does not meet 

demand

The burden of responsibility has shifted from production to consumption
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Shifting the burden…

…reduces the likelihood of 

addressing the fundamental 

problem.

The distraction itself – shifting 

responsibility to a guilty 

consumer – reduces the 

chances of solving the actual 

cause
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The real issue… Is the by shifting the burden to consumer guilt, it obscures and 

reduces the chance to fix the fundamental cause of the problem
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In conclusion: 

The solution?

People want sustainable 

choices but they don’t have 

access

Sustainability shouldn’t 

be premium: it should be 

mass market

Make it easy

Make it available

Make it affordable



Thank you

Level 5, 60 Reservoir Street, Surry Hills NSW 

www.pollinate.com.au

Sydney | Canberra | Melbourne | Brisbane | Adelaide
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http://www.pollinate.com.au/
https://www.pollinate.com.au/sydney
https://www.pollinate.com.au/canberra
https://www.pollinate.com.au/melbourne
https://www.pollinate.com.au/brisbane
https://www.pollinate.com.au/adelaide

